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I. Product Details

KESD KF-06W is a kind of dedicated device for eliminating static

electricity, belonging to one type of ion fan series with characteristics

of simple installation, steady work and fast static electricity

eliminating speed. It is an ideal product widely used in static

electronic products, electronic assembly line, packaging and small

product molding, etc. industries.

This machine is a kind of portable ion fan, using small fan to produce

iron airflow.

The front air window of the machine is straight line grid type, making

the wind blown out have linearity, increasing static electricity

eliminating effect. Before maintenance, the fan is convenient for

disassembly.

The machine spray point is easy for disassembly; meanwhile, you

needn’t to worry about secondary pollution resulting from the dust

produced during cleaning tungsten needle.

This machine is designed for some sensitive electronic components

and electrostatic leakage, etc. problems. It can also be used in the

environment with some problems caused by static electricity, for

example, occasions of static electricity adsorption, malposition of

components and parts due to electrostatic interaction and colloid

adhered due to static electricity.

This machine can produce ion airflow in set area. The time needed for

static electricity neutralization depends on many factors, mainly

having two facotrs:

First, effective distance; in effective distance, ions in air constantly

neutralize with each other; positive negative ions attract each other

due to static electricity; when phase collides, electric charge

transforms and irons reintegrate.

Second, air flow velocity; in the situation of fast air flow, irons also

flow fast before recombination; set wind speed to the highest speed,

the fastest neutralization effect can be obtained.

Use this machine in the electronic products production region; this

area must be covered by ion wind as far as possible and regional



electric charge might be neutralized by iron wind.

Ⅱ. Product Features

 Automatic Ion Balance System, the average iron speed is within

0±10V.

 Special tungsten alloy design, not likely to be worn for long term

use.

 Unique appearance design, making the fan work condition realize

visual management.

 Spray point components and front air window can be flexiblly

disassembled, convenient for cleaning, maintenance and

replacement.

 Unique network power socket, convenient for series connection

and wiring.

Ⅲ. Product External Dimension Drawing

Ⅳ. Product Property Parameters

1. Specification

Specification
Operating Voltage DC24V
Operating Temperature 0℃-40℃
Decay Time About 1.3s (200mm)
Weight 0.45kg
Air Volume 0.55-0.71m3/min
Ion Balance Automatic iron balance system within 0+10V

(20cm place)

Abnormal indication lamp

(red)

High voltage power supply

indication lamp (green)

Support

DC

power port

Air fan system combination

port

Front air window



2. Test Result

Decay Test Conditions

Operating voltage: DC24V

Testing Voltage：±1000V-±100V

Environment Temperature: 23℃±2℃

Distance 200mm 300mm

Decay

Time

Positive 1.3s 1.9s

Negative 1.4s 2s

Offset

Voltage

Positive <0±10V

Negative

Note: destaticizing property is determined according to America

specification EOS/ESD-STM3.1-2000.

Test data will be changed due to the environment in test.

Ⅴ. Product General Assembly Drawing

Ⅵ. Rear Label Description

Shell

Nut

Support frame

Front air window

Indicator light



Ⅶ. Product Explosive View

S.n. Name S.n. Name

1 Front air window 8 Bolt

2 Front shroud 9 Support frame

3 Bolt M3X4 10 Rubber gasket

4 Spray point component 11 Bolt M6X8

5 Fan 12 High voltage generator

6 Back shroud 13 Network type power

interface

7 Rear air window

protecting net

Ⅷ. Installation and Operation

(1) This design is convenient for installation. Its base can be fixed to a

surface with bolts, such as wall or shelf; if the base is fixed to a

certain place, fix it with M6 (1/4 inch) screws or bolts.

(2) This machine is placed in a position less than 300mm from the

working area or the article to be neutralized, and this area may be

covered by ion wind.



(3) This machine body can be rotated in 360 degree range.

2. Operation

(1) After connecting the DC stabilized voltage supply to the main

engine, insert the power plug into AC power socket.

(2) Within effective range, direct the fan to the article and adjust the

angle, then static electricity can be eliminated.

(3) Can use this product in series at the same time, convenient for

wiring.

Ⅸ. Matters Needing Attention

Danger

(1) The spray point has high voltage and may result in electric shock;

please never contact spray point on power-up state.

(2) When checking, cleaning and maintaining products, please be sure

to shut off the power; otherwise, it may result in electric shock.



(3) Please definitely not change product; otherwise, it may cause

personnel injury, electric shock or fire hazard, etc. accidents due to

abnormal operation.

Warning

(1) The spray point top is very sharp; please pay attention to safety

when using it. Once using it improperly, it may cause bodily injury.

(2) On the state of power on, please not contact the spray point;

otherwise, it may cause electric shock or abnormal operation.

(3) Please don’t damage the power line

Once damaging the power line, forcibly bending, pulling or winding

the power line, or stacking heavy articles or clamping the power line,

fire hazard, electric shock or abnormal operation may be caused due

to electric leakage or bad electric conduction.

Attention

（ 1） Ion fan may generate ozone into air in work. Please don’t

directly close your face to the blow-off nozzle of products to check

ozone; otherwise, it may cause nose or throat, etc. position ache.

(2) The service life of the spray point is varied due to operating

environment. If the operating environment is bad (i.e. environment

with too high temperature) or the spray point hasn’t been washed for a

long time, its performance may be declined; therefore, must maintain

it regularly.

(3) Please note impulse current will be flowed in when opening the

power supply.

Ⅹ. Maintenance

Carry out brifely description to the daily cleaning and maintenance of

KF-06W ion fan and set forth specific operation method to conduct

reason analysis and maintenance description for some problems that

may appear so as to make the work performance of the iron fan

always in good state and extend its service life to the extreme extent.

When running the iron fan, dust in air may flow into the fan with

gasflow, stick to the air window and tungsten needle frame, etc.

structures, especially adsorbing to the live parts to make the tungsten

needle passivate and the discharge effect decline sharply, seriously



influencing the property of the iron fan. Therefore, eliminate the dust

regularly.

Daily Maintenance

1. Cleaning of the front air window

a. Demount the air window and remove the dust sticks to the front and

rear of the air window with static brush, as shown in following figure.

b. Wipe the air window with non-dust cloth dipped with alcohol until

it is clean.

2. Cleaning of the tungsten needle (spray point)

a. Abrasively cleaning the tungsten needle tip with fine grit sandpaper

as shown in figure.

b. Wipe and clean the tungsten needle with cotton bud dipped with

alcohol as shown in following figure.

Ⅺ. After-sales Service

1. Maintenance period

The warranty period of the product sold by the company is one year.

Within one year since the product is sold, any fault caused due to its



component materials and process problems should be repaired by the

company freely (except quick-wear parts).

2. Service after Warranty Period

All products sold by the company will still be reparied free of labor

cost after warranty period to protect customer’s interest.

The company maintains the right of modifying the above product

property parameters and technology at any time without further

notification.

Ⅻ. Common Fault Elimination

KF-06W Common fault elimination

Common fault Cause analysis Solutions

1. Not energized

The indicator light

is off and the fan

doesn’t run after

power on.

1. Power contact is

poor or damaged.

2. Lead contact in the

machine is bad or

falls off.

1. Reinsert or replace

power supply.

2. Re-connect

internal lead.

2. The indicator 1. The connecting 1. Re-connect the

light is on; there is

high voltage output,

but the fan doesn’t

rotate or the rotating

speed is not stable.

line is broken.

2. High voltage

control panel is

damaged

lead.

2. Replace the control

panel.

3. The machine is

running normally,

but no high voltage

is generated.

1. The base plate is

damaged.

2. Connecting line is

disconnected.

3. Ion generator is

damaged.

1. Replace base plate.

2. Re-connect the

lead.

3. Replace the ion

generator.

4.The machine is

running normally,

but the electrostatic

property is bad.

1. Spray point is dirt

and aged.

2. High voltage

control plate property

is poor.

1. Clean and replace

tungsten needle

frame.

2. Replace control

panel.

If the above faults are found, don’t eliminate it by yourself;
please contact our company.



ⅩⅢ. Packing List

1. Ion fan One set 2. Power supply One

2. Specification One 4. Warranty card One

3. Test report One copy 6. Certificate of conformity One


